Chairman wants trust to preserve parks

In general, further considerations about the disposal of the City Council's parks and gardens facilities were discussed at a recent meeting. Dr. Smith said that certain areas of land were already in the process of being converted to other uses. Over a period of years it was hoped that all vacant sites would be developed for public use. Dr. Smith said that the conversion was a necessary step in the development of the City's parks and gardens system.

The parks committee will consider the matter further at its next meeting.

Fashions and Personalities at the Races Today

Listen to 3DB-LK for descriptions by Mary Ward

The Leroy Fashion Observer

DIRECT FROM FLEMINTON

Two broadcasts during the afternoon will give you a Vital Picture and Dressing Highlights of This Colourful Occasion.

A SERVICE BY THE CREATORS OF fashion

Dr. Julian Smith, noted surgeon, photographer

Dr. Julian Smith, noted surgeon, photographer, and amateur photographer of wide repute, died on Thursday night at his home in Portsea near Melbourne, after a short illness.

Dr. Smith, a man of wide experience, had been associated with the Royal Melbourne Hospital for many years. He was a member of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons and was active in a number of hospitals and medical organizations.

Dr. Smith was a noted photographer and his pictures were widely acclaimed. He was a member of the Victorian Camera Club and was a founder of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons. He had contributed many articles to medical journals and had written a number of books on photography.

Obituary

Dr. Julian Smith, noted surgeon, photographer

W. B. Audenhove wrote the Advocate's Obituary with this portrait in his column and paid tribute to this noted surgeon and photographer, who died at his home in East Melbourne on Thursday night.

Protest over Daphne Campbell in quest

A protest has been lodged against Daphne Campbell's entry and a decision of the Melbourne Board of Medical Officers to disqualify her. The protest was filed by the President of the Victorian Medical Association.

Weighty paper plant for Ballarat

First installment for Thomas Green's paper plant for Ballarat will be shipped in January according to a report received by D. H. Smith, the manager of the company. The paper plant will be situated in Ballarat. The plant weights 500 tons and will be ready to be put into operation in the spring.

Hospital needs changed

The City Council has decided to change the present hospital facilities. The new hospital will be constructed further away from the population center.

Free band recitals

Free band performances will be given by the City Council in the Band Box of the Royal Melbourne Hospital. The performances will be held on Saturdays at 10 a.m. and will be open to the public.

# The best Self-Raising Flours are still made with "AEROPHOS"

AUSTRALIA'S FINEST RAISING INGREDIENT

Pre-war aerators are out of date—All leading self-raising flour manufacturers and professionals always prefer "AEROPHOS"

Another advantage of "AEROPHOS" over old-fashioned raising ingredients is that you can mix at your leisure and bake at your leisure with self-raising flour. Aerators containing "Aerophos". Unlike pre-war ingredients this modern aerator releases its work earlier without leaving any residue in the oven, thus avoiding baking failures.

For delicious baking results, always use brands containing "Aerophos".